
When did Earth Day begin, and
what was its driving force?  To
begin, Senator Gaylord Nelson
founded Earth Day, and
according to him, the idea for
Earth Day evolved over a period
of seven years beginning in 1962.
Senator Nelson was troubled
for many years over the “state
of our environment,” concerned
that the environment was a non-
issue in the political era of the
time throughout our country.
Then, in November of 1962, he
had an idea that he felt would
“put the environment into the
political "limelight" once and
for all.”  His idea was to
persuade then President Kennedy
to support this important issue
by going on a national
conservation tour.  Apparently,
Attorney General Robert
Kennedy liked his idea and so did
the President.
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So the President went on a five-
day, eleven-state conservation
tour in September of 1963.
Unfortunately, the tour did not
succeed in putting the issue onto
the national political limelight;
however, it did succeed in
germinating the idea “that
ultimately flowered into Earth
Day.”

Senator Nelson continued to
speak on environmental issues to
a variety of audiences in twenty-
five states. According to Sen.
Nelson, he saw evidence of
environmental degradation
everywhere he went, and
everyone seemed to notice
except the politicians. “The
environmental issue simply was
not to be found on the nation's
political agenda. The people
were concerned, but the
politicians were not.”
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Earth Day
Schedule
Thursday, April 22, 2004 –
“EARTH DAY”
11-1 pm   -All campus Earth Day picnic
Noon-3 pm -Art Society & Re-Place:
              Trash to Treasure-Sculpture Competition with
                Recycled Material
          -Art Society: Mural Painting
          -Trexler Game Preserve/Conservation Club:
                Birds of Prey
          -Wildlands Conservancy: live animals
          -Conservation Club: plant sale
4-5 pm    -Lindsay Kendall ’02 “To the Bottom of the World
            and Back Again: An Antarctic Adventure in
            Molecular Marine Biology.”  (Miller 33)

Continued on Pg. 3

 Conservation
Conversations
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When President Kennedy
finished his tour, Sen. Nelson
had still hoped for an idea
that would “thrust the
environment into the political
mainstream.”  Six years later,
the idea for Earth Day
occurred to him while he was
on a conservation speaking
tour out West in the summer
of 1969.  During this time, anti-
Vietnam War demonstrations,
called "teach-ins," spread to
college campuses all across
the nation. It was at this
moment that Sen. Nelson came
up with an idea – “why not
organize a huge grassroots
protest over what was
happening to our
environment?”

Sen. Nelson states:  “I was
satisfied that if we could tap
into the environmental
concerns of the general
public and infuse the student
anti-war energy into the
environmental cause, we
could generate a
demonstration that would
force this issue onto the
political agenda. It was a big
gamble, but worth a try.”

So at a conference in Seattle
in September of 1969, Sen.
Nelson announced that in the
spring of 1970 “there would
be a nationwide grassroots
demonstration on behalf of
the environment,” and he
invited everyone to
participate.
This set off a chain reaction
of wire services that carried
the story from coast to
coast. Apparently, the
response he received was
shocking.  He received
telegrams, letters, and

telephone inquires from all
across the country.

Now, according to Sen.
Nelson, “the American people
finally had a forum to express
its concern about what was
happening to the land, rivers,
lakes, and air.”

Then, on Sunday, November 30,
1969, five months before the
official start of Earth Day,
the New York Times published
a lengthy article by Gladwin
Hill reporting on “the
astonishing proliferation of
environmental events”.  She
wrote:

"Rising concern about the
environmental crisis is
sweeping the nation's
campuses with an intensity
that may be on its way to
eclipsing student discontent
over the war in Vietnam…a
national day of observance of
environmental problems…is
being planned for next
spring…when a nationwide
environmental 'teach-
in'…coordinated from the
office of Senator Gaylord
Nelson is planned…."

Sen. Nelson stated that
“Earth Day worked because of
the spontaneous response at
the grassroots level.  We had
neither the time nor
resources to organize 20
million demonstrators and
the thousands of schools and
local communities that
participated. That was the
remarkable thing about Earth
Day. It organized itself.”

(Source:
http://earthday.wilderness.org/hist
ory/)

According to
Sen. Nelson,
“the American
people finally
had a forum to
express its
concern
about what
was happening
to the land,
rivers, lakes,
and air. ”
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Earth Day Schedule, cont.

Friday, April 23, 2004
Children’s Events Related to Earth Day
1-6 pm (on the veranda of TCC and neighboring east lawn)
       -“The Great Kapok Tree” performed by Alpha Psi in
        the Greek Theater.
       -Paint on recycled tiles, sponsored by The Art
        Society
       -Face painting, tie-dye your Earth Day t-shirt, have
        your picture taken with an endangered animal, plant
        sale, and general Earth Day information table (for
        adults & children), sponsored by the Conservation Club
       -Come play with worms in the dirt, sponsored by The
        Discovery Center
       -Live animals, from the Wildlands Conservancy and
        The Great Valley Nature Center
       -Learn about opportunities to volunteer, from the
        Trexler Park Game Preserve
       -Play with a large parachute and huge basketball and
        hoop with the Forensic Science Club
3:30 pm Make sunprints with SAB

Myths and Facts
of Litter and
Trash
By Kathleen Hutchinson ‘04

Have you ever driven down a
littered road and wondered
how long it would take for
that soda can to biodegrade?
Have you ever stopped at an
intersection and noticed
thousands of cigarette butts
lying on the ground and asked
yourself how long they would
stay there before they
degraded into the ground?
Well, I think about this every
time I drive down the highway
and see shopping carts,
assorted plastic items, and
discarded fast food bags
freely lying about.  So I decided
to do a little research to find
out how long it would take for
some of that stuff to
biodegrade, if no one ever
picked them up.  Here is the
general consensus from
numerous sources:

Product: Time it takes to
degrade

Cotton rags: 1-5 months
Paper: 2-5 months
Rope: 3-14 months
Orange Peels: 6 months
Wool socks: 1-5 years
Cigarettes: 1-12 years
Plastic coated Paper
       cartons: 5 years
Plastic bags: 10-20 years
Leather Shoes: 25-40 years
Nylon fabric: 30-40 years
Tin cans: 50-100 years
Aluminum cans: 80-100 years
Plastic 6-pack holder
       rings: 450 years
Glass bottles:1 million years

Plastic bottles: ???-never

(Source:
http://www.recycle.ubc.ca/litter.html)

As disturbing as this information
is, what’s even more disturbing is
the attitude people take towards
this subject.  Asked if they care
about litter or trash, most
people would probably shrug
their shoulders and say

               Continued on Pg. 4
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“it’s not my problem” or
“why should I care”?

Well, if you are one of these
people, then here are some
Myths and Facts about
litter and trash:

MYTH: Litter Control is not
important.
FACT: Litter may not be the
most dramatic or exciting of
the many problems that
threaten the quality of our
environment, but it is a
problem which affects
everyone in the community

 MYTH: No one notices
litter.
FACT: LITTER DESTROYS
THE BEAUTY OF A
COMMUNITY. Tourism is an
important part of
Pennsylvania's economy.
People come from all over
the world to see the beauty
of our countryside, towns
and cities. When litter mars
their enjoyment,
Pennsylvania loses
valuable tourist dollars.

MYTH: Litter doesn't hurt
anyone.
FACT: Litter is a safety
hazard.  Litter is a breeding
ground for fire and disease.
FACT: Litter impacts car
insurance rates because
thousands of auto
accidents are litter-related.
FACT: Ingesting litter
causes injury or death to
thousands of pets, wild and
farm animals.
FACT: Litter is a breeding
ground for rats and
disease-causing bacteria.

MYTH: Litter doesn't affect
the economy.
FACT: Litter discourages
economic development
because it impacts real estate
values. Good stores and
important businesses will not
locate in a community, which
lacks the pride to effectively
control litter.

MYTH: Littering creates jobs.
FACT: LITTER COSTS MONEY.
Last year Pennsylvania
taxpayers paid $6 million for
roadside cleanup.
Pennsylvania Department of
Transportation (PenDOT)
spent this amount to clean up
only the worst areas - roads
with high litter accumulation.
The money could have been
used to construct Roadside
Rests or Traveler
Information Stops or for
State road, bridge and
pothole repair. Without its
Adopt-A-Highway and Keep
Pennsylvania Beautiful
volunteers, PennDOT
estimates clean up would
cost $50 million or more
annually.

(Source: http://www.litterbug.org)
L

The Conservation Club is
proud to be a part of
Pennsylvania’s Adopt-A-
Highway program.  We do care
about the environment and
conserving natural
resources.  So the next time
we go out for Adopt-A-
Highway, please take the time
to volunteer.  Remember, it’s
EVERY ONE’S
RESPONSIBILITY and it’s
EVERYONE’S Earth.ug.org���)

   Adopt
    -A-
  Highway
 t-shirts

 “you’ll
 earn this
 t-shirt”

Without its
Adopt-A-
Highway and
Keep
Pennsylvania
Beautiful
volunteers,
PennDOT
estimates clean
up would cost
$50 million or
more annually.

Community Service



Small Steps to Save Chile’s
Valdivian Temperate Forest
By Kathleen Hutchinson ‘04

From September 29th to
October 3rd 2003, the
Conservation Club held an
Endangered Stuffed Animal
Raffle to raise money to
adopt 2 acres of Valdivian
Temperate Forest in the
Chilean Andes for The
Nature Conservancy.

For their Adopt An Acre
program, The Nature
Conservancy focuses their
efforts on two
ecologically sensitive
ecosystems each year.  One
of their programs last year
was to raise funds for
Chile’s Valdivian Temperate
Forest in the heart of the
Chilean Andes Mountains.

Approximately 17% of all
plant species and 18% of
all animal species in Chile
can be found nowhere

else on Earth.

Because agriculture,
deforestation, water and
urban pollution, coastal
development, highway
construction, and over-fishing
have doubled between 1984-
1994, about 296,400 acres of
forest is lost each year
(www.nature.org/).  When we
lose these magnificent
forests, we lose plant and
animal biodiversity, leaving
nothing for the future.  When
something goes extinct, it is
gone forever.

From our plant sale, we raised
$165.00.  We adopted 2 acres
of Chilean forest, and we sent
the remaining $15.00 to The
Nature Conservancy as a
general donation toward that
cause.

When something
goes extinct,

it is gone
forever.
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A Year of Community
Service
By Nicole Sperbeck ‘04

This year the
Conservation Club has
been extremely busy
organizing several
fundraising events. At the
beginning of the semester,
we organized a stuffed
endangered animal raffle
and raised $165 to adopt
two acres of Valdivian
Rainforest in Chile.

Later on we organized
another stuffed animal
raffle and raised $84.50
to adopt 4 menagerie
animals, a skunk, a box
turtle, a saw whet owl,
and a hedgehog, at the
Wildlands Conservancy in
Emmaus.

We held our infamous
plant sale twice so far
this semester and plan on
selling more plants at the
Earth Day celebration.

On April 4th and April 11th,
members of the Conservation
Club, as well as other
groups, ventured out to
clean Hamilton Blvd. for our
s p r i n g  A d o p t - A - H i g h w a y
program. The trash is gone
and the road looks great!

Other fundraisers we have
organized this semester were
to raise money for our active
club members to buy Earth
Day t-shirts and Adopt-A-
Highway shirts.

On April 22nd and April 23rd,
we will be celebrating Earth
Day with the rest of the
College Community. We hope
you will come out and join us!
The Science Picnic is also
coming up on May 7th where
the Conservation Club will
be sponsoring the bat-
spinning event.
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The Conservation Club sponsored a trip to the New
Jersey Aquarium on November 23, 2003.  A great time
was had by all.

“Way-too-cool surfer
dude turtle”
Hey Nemo, where are ya
dude?

Hey Dr. Faivre, do you
remember this odd flying
fish?

Flying Frog
Fish???
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NATIVE Plant Sale at the Wildlands
Conservancy
By Kathleen Hutchinson ‘04

Now that the days are getting longer, warmer, and everybody has
spring fever it seems, maybe it’s time to plan for your garden.  If
you’re the outdoors type (and have little or no plant allergies), you
could spend your time planting NATIVE aquatics, perennials,
shrubs, trees and flowers!  The absolute best place to purchase
these wonderful NATIVE goodies (at a great price) is at the Pool
Wildlife Sanctuary’s Wildlands Conservancy in Emmaus, Pa.  Okay,
so here’s the “dirt” (as Kathy says) on the plant sale:

Time:  9:00 - 6:00 on all days
�
Friday, May 14: Member's day, if you become a member you are
entitled to a discount. We are selling plants all day.
�  From 10:00 - 2:00 Gary Campbell of Campbell's Natural
   Landscaping will be on staff to answer any gardening
   questions.
Sat., May 15:��There will be a health fair going on from 10:00 -
1:00.  This will be hosted by LV Hospital. There will be doctors and
nurses on staff doing health screenings and talking about
gardening benefits and mishaps such as poison,
bites etc.  We are selling plants all day.
From 9:00 - 11:00 Reds Baily, a professional landscape
contractor from Fernrock, will be on hand to answer gardening
questions.
Sunday, May 16: We are just selling plants all day.
�
Besides our usual native plant selections of:
Aquatics
Perennials
Shrubs
Trees
Grasses
Ferns
�
We will be selling limited quantities of four (4) different
varieties of native seeds for $3.00 each:
�
phlox paniculata - garden phlox
asclepias tuberosa - butterfly weed
rudbeckia triloba - brown-eyed susan
vernonia noveborancensis - ironweed
�
Bookmarks: $3.00 each



Lehigh Valley Ecology and
Evolution Society
http://www2.cedarcrest.edu/academic/bio/jcigliano/LVEES/LVEES.htm

Cedar Crest College hosted the first annual meeting of
the Lehigh Valley Ecology & Evolution Society. Among the
presenters were undergraduates from Lehigh University,
Cedar Crest College, and Muhlenberg College. There were
awards for best student oral and poster presentations
and Nicole Sperbeck, a senior Biodiversity & Conservation
Biology major, won the best oral presentation award.
Congratulations to Nicole!!!!

We would also like to congratulate the other CCC
students on their presentations. Several faculty from
other colleges remarked about the quality of their
research and their professionalism. So congratulations to
Lori Kunkle, Corinne Campbell, Gretchen Kowalik,
Kathleen Hutchinson, Cheryl Parrott, Ashley Henry,
Cheryl Bernal, Cristy Botens, Rebecca Hild, and Kimberly
Miede.

John Cigliano
Amy Faivre
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Student Research

Corinne Campbel ‘05

University of Virginia
By Corinne Campbell ‘05

I spent this past summer as an intern at Blandy Experimental
Farm, a field station of the University of Virginia.� Located in
Boyce, Virginia, Blandy is a 712 acre farm that houses the
State Arboretum of Virginia and is used by students, both
graduate and undergraduate, and scientists for ecological
research.�

As part of Blandy’s Research Experience for Undergraduates
(REU) program, my project for the summer was working with
eastern painted turtles.�  Painted turtles are mostly an aquatic
species.� For the past couple of years, Virginia has suffered in
drought conditions.� In the year 1998, nine ponds existed on
Blandy property, but then in ’99 through ’02, three and then
only two ponds remained.�  Thanks to all the snow and rain we
had this year, all nine ponds exist again today.� I’ m did a study of
the turtles’ movement from those ponds that remained
through the drought to those that are new this year.� I looked
at the age and sex specific rates of movement.

In addition to completing my own research project, I also
helped various other undergraduate and graduate students,
professors and visiting scientists with the research they were
performing at Blandy Farm.� This included studies in native
meadow restoration on breeding bird populations through a
MAPS (Monitoring Avian Productivity and Survival) banding
station, nesting preferences of leaf cutting bees, butterfly
census, geographic variation in mimosa trees, successional
studies and aphid population monitoring on monkeyflowers.

Working at Blandy for the summer greatly broadened my
horizons.� Not only did I gain lots of experience in my chosen
field of study, but I also got to explore a new part of the
country for me. I also got to live and work with people from
all over the US.� In total, there were 12 REU students and an
equal number of University of Virginia grad students as well
as one from the University of California, Davis and one from
University of Georgia.� As part of the REU program, we
attended weekly seminars given by guest lecturers (one of
which happened to be Dr. Faivre J), took a trip to the
Smithsonian’s Conservation Research Center in Front Royal,
VA and had some career nights which addressed the various
career opportunities in the nature oriented sciences.� All in
all, it was a summer of fun learning.
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Blandy experimental Field Station

By Corinne Campbell ‘05



The Friggin’ Conchs and South Caicos
By Gretchen Kowalik ‘05

This past January, eight students,
Dr. Cigliano, and Dr. Cameron
and John traveled to South
Caicos, which is part of the
Turks and Caicos Islands.  While
this trip has an appearance of
escaping the winter blues, it
actually was a field course in
marine biology.   The course ran
for twelve days and each day was
filled with time in the classroom,
time in the water, and even some
time in the kitchen!

While on South Caicos, the
group stayed on location at the
School for Field Studies.  The
school used to be a hotel, so the
class had an added benefit of a
saltwater pool. Just in case we
didn’t get to spend enough time in
the water during the day!  The
typical day consisted of an early
morning wake up call (courtesy
of an old scuba tank) for
breakfast, followed by a lecture
or snorkeling on the reefs.
Many of the reefs in the area
have not been affected by
disease or damaged by humans.
This has left them in pristine
condition and they offer a great
view into the underwater world.
The reefs are also in great shape
since there is not a huge impact
from tourism on the island.
Currently there are three
hotels under construction.  The
tourism would benefit the local
community while allowing the
guests to view beautiful reefs.
Another reason the reefs are in
such great shape is the
management of them through
Marine Protected Areas.  The
school was located by the East
Harbor Lobster and Conch
Reserve. Marine Protected Areas
are set up so the species located
within are given a chance to
replenish themselves since
taking fish from the area is
illegal.  The goal of the MPA’s in
TCI is to protect the queen
conch, Nassau grouper, and the

Once an
effective
method is
discovered, the
techniques will
be applied in the
field with hopes
that the dyed
larvae will be
able to be
recaptured and
their dispersal
patterns will be
evident.

spiny lobster.

All of the species are
endangered as a result of
overfishing.  Part of the
research conducted while in
the Turks and Caicos asked if
the MPAs were effective in
protecting species.  The
students sampled reefs both
inside and outside of the
reserve to determine if fishing
has an impact on the reef
health.  The other research
project conducted while on
the trip pertained to queen
conch catch regulations.  The
purpose was to discover if the
current regulations set by TCI
are effective in maintaining
levels of queen conch.  Of
course there was time for some
fun.  The class had the chance
to take a field trip to a conch
and lobster processing plant,
there was a tour of the island,
and we even enjoyed the local
cuisine on one night!  And who
could forget what happens
after one rainy morning…you
get a performance by The
Friggin Conch Traveling
Troupe!

Alizarin, OTC and Calcein.
Oh my!

Marine Protected Areas have
two goals, to protect species
that are threatened and
replenish surrounding areas.
The question on marine
scientists minds is how
effective are marine parks. .  Is
species abundance increasing
and are larvae from the park
populating areas outside the
reserve or are they
repopulating the area within
the reserve. Currently I am
working on finding an effective
method of determining larvae
dispersal patterns of queen
conch. I am working with



Travel to Kenya
By Cheryl Parrot ‘04
Last semester spring 2003 I had the
opportunity to travel to Kenya
Africa with the School for Field
Studies program. I stayed at the
center for wildlife management and
attended classes as well as
conducting research in the parks
and group ranches. The program
offered me the chance to interact
with the local Maasai, learning
about the culture and the land.
Through the program we interviewed
local people with the help of a
translator, to gain insight into how
the local people viewed the wildlife
and the park systems as well as
other issues. We also conducted
grass and bird surveys as well as
large mammal game counts. I spent
most of my time in the parks and
group ranches observing animals in
their natural habitat and assessing
the risks to people, livestock, and
wildlife. Classes were held on top
of mountains and on the side of the
road, wherever a good subject came
along. We hiked volcanos and
played soccer with Kenyans. It was
an experience of a lifetime. I made
amazing friends and experienced
things I never thought that I would.
There is nothing like going to bed
and hearing lions and hyenas
calling, having your lunch stolen by
a baboon (that chased you in order
to get it), or having to chaise
elephants out of your campsite
before you can pitch your tent.

The diversity of people on the trip

made the learning experience that

much more enjoyable, there where

photo journalism majors, art and

 

 

 

 

 

Strombus alatus, which is a
species of conch that is similar
in size and development to the
queen conch.  Queen conch are
currently a threatened species
and marine parks may be a
possible way of saving them. S.
alatus are immersed in three
fluorescent dyes (Alizarin,
OTC, and Calcein) at varying
concentrations and time
periods.  The hope is that the
dyes will be incorporated into

the conch shells as they
develop before hatching.
The veligers will be viewed
under a fluorescent
microscope to determine if
the dye was incorporated
into their shells.  We are
trying to determine which
dye produces the greatest
fluorescence in the
shortest time immersion
possible with the least
mortality to the species.

history majors as well as

anthropology majors and a few

science majors scattered in there.

Spending time interacting with my

fellow students as well as the

local people and staff made me a

more well rounded person then

any college experience ever could

have. I learned a new way of life

and was able to apply what I had

learned here at Cedar Crest

College to help other people, its

an amazing feeling when people

from the group ranch come to see

you present your research. You

have to apply what you have

learned not only in the numbers

you have collected but also to

look at what suggestions you can

make to the local people to help

them sustain their resources for

future generations, while

maintaining their culture. It’s a so

gratifying to know that they want

to know what you think and they

values your opinion on how they

should work to improve their way

of life so that they will have

resources for the future.
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Iguana Facts

So you think Iguana’s are an “easy”
pet?  By Amanda Hess ‘o8

When most people come into the Biodiversity
and Conservation Biology Lab in Science Center
106, the first thing they see is Zeus.  Zeus is a
Green Iguana, somewhat small for an iguana of
his estimated age of 4 years, approximate size
from snout to tail is 35-48 inches long, and
about 5-8 pounds for an average iguana, and
Zeus is about 28 inches long and weighs about
4 pounds. I know what your thinking, we don’t
treat him right, but we do. Zeus’s diet consists
of three veggies, a staple green (such as
collards or dandelions), a fruit, alfalfa,
antacids, vitamins and minerals, a treat a few
times a week. Zeus has free run of the BCB lab
many times a week, and loves to get into
trouble.

 But enough about Zeus lets learn about
Iguanas in general.  Iguanas are herbivores,
period, that’s it, no discussion. If iguanas are
fed meat they can and probably will die a slow
painful death of not being able to digest the
protein. So if you ever hear of someone telling
you they feed their Iguana cat food, dog food,
crickets, or any other food for or made of
animals Yell at them, and tell them to change!
And if they don’t listen report them to your
humane society for animal cruelty. Iguanas are
cools pets, if treated right.

Habitats are another thing. Some people think
that an Iguana will only grow as big as his
cage. Ha… no. Iguanas grow to be big, even if
they are in a ten-gallon tank. Iguanas live
alone too; you will usually see iguanas together
in nature, but not in captivity. If you want
more than one iguana, you need more than one
habitat, and habitats are expensive. In every
habitat you need to have branches to climb on,
and lots of them. Also, iguanas like to swim, or
sit in water, so they need a tub big enough for
them to fit their body and some of their tail in,
and it needs to be changed every day because
iguana’s like to poo in their water. Iguanas also
shed their sink every once in a while, and the
water helps to get ride of the stuck on flakes,
so water is essential. The habitat also needs to
have a UVA and UVB light, along with a heat
lamp; Iguanas are cold-blooded animals and
stay warm by basking in sunlight. If you still
don’t know what your habitat should look like,
go visit Zeus. He has a perfect size habitat for
one iguana.

So, your still thinking about getting an iguana,
well most iguanas only appreciate you because
you feed them, and change their water. If you
adopt an iguana that is more than a few
months old, they most likely won’t be too
friendly, and iguanas have very sharp teeth,
and a really powerful tail. Having an iguana
bite through your finger nail isn’t exactly what
most people consider fun. So try to get a young
iguana if you want it to be your best friend.

These are just a few reasons why iguana’s are
cool animals, but not necessarily cool pets.
Just one more reason before you make up your
mind if your still thinking of getting a pet
iguana, although they are about $15 in most
pet stores, a proper habitat will cost you at
least $150, food $100+ a year, light bulbs are
about $75 a year (UVA and UVB lamps need to
be changed every 6 months, and are about
$25-$40 per bulb, and then regular heat bulbs),
and then you should have your Iguana checked
out once a year by a Reptile Veterinarian
(which are hard to find, so you might have to
travel a little ways to find one). So that $15
Iguana has just cost you easily $325 for the
first year, and another $200 a year every year
after that.

Just remember, all animals, not just Iguana’s,
are wild at heart. So please take caution with
any animal that you see, touch, pet, and keep.



For more information on the Biodiversity &
Conservation Biology major or the Conservation

Club, please contact

Dr. John Cigliano
a t

Phone:
610.606.4666, x3702

Fax:
610.606.4616

E-Mail:
jaciglia@cedarcrest.edu


